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Executive summary
The Financial Services sector encompasses workers involved in activities such as banking,
insurance, superannuation, financial markets, and financial advice. In 2018, there were over
800,000 people employed in Financial Services roles, over 6 per cent of employment across
the Australian economy.i Nationally recognised training products for this sector are housed
within the Financial Services (FNS) Training Package, which provides the competency
standards for learners working, or seeking work, in the sector.
PwC’s Skills for Australia and the Financial Services Industry Reference Committee (IRC)
have undertaken, and continue to undertake, projects to address new and emerging skills
needs in the Financial Services sector. In addition to these, this proposed schedule of work
for 2019-20 includes the following projects:


Mortgage broking, which proposes to update training products to address the
evolving skills required of mortgage broking professionals, due to the increased
regulation and impact of new technologies for improving customer experience and
worker efficiency.



Specialisms with low enrolments, which proposes to assess the relevance of
training products with low enrolments, notably for specialist areas such as Mercantile
Agents, Personal Injury and Trust Administration. This is due to the increased focus on
ethical practices in the regulatory environment and on improving customer relationship
skills of financial services professionals.



Financial services multi-disciplinary skills, which proposes to update training
products in response to the demand for current and future skills in general financial
services training that underpin and complement account management, industry
capability, practice management, organisational skills and financial literacy.
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Skills forecast

1

Sector overview

1.1

The sector at a glance

The Financial Services sector includes workers that assist with, give advice on, or sell products to
manage, personal finances and wealth. The sector is defined for this report as the job roles that the
Financial Services (FNS) Training Package prepares workers for, including in accounting, banking,
insurance, superannuation, credit management and financial planning. These workers touch the lives
of most Australians who rely on the sector to manage their wealth and financial security.
In 2018, there were over 800,000 people employed in Financial Services roles, over 6 per cent of
employment across the Australian economy.2 These workers are employed across a range of
sub-sectors, which are discussed in more detail below. Risk and compliance, including financial
security and counter-terrorism, are prevalent considerations across several sub-sectors and are
therefore these roles not discussed in isolation as their own sub-sector.
Banking
Organisations in this sub-sector, banks and other financial intermediaries (e.g. building societies,
credit unions) provide Australians with bank accounts, home loans and business loans, among other
services. Graduates of the FNS Training Package in this sub-sector typically have frontline services
roles such as bank workers and tellers.
Financial markets
Financial markets provide opportunities for Australians and overseas investors to increase their
wealth. Types of financial markets include over-the-counter markets, exchange traded markets, as well
as debt, currency and commodity markets. Job roles in this sub-sector include anti-money laundering
and counter-terrorism financing managers, compliance and risk managers, traders and dealers, and
collateral managers.
Financial planning and advice
Financial planners and advisers assist Australians to manage their wealth effectively across their
lifetime. This includes setting financial objectives with clients, developing strategies to achieve these
objectives, and arranging for specific plans to be executed. The majority of this sub-sector is made up
of financial advisory networks associated with larger financial institutions, with approximately half of
the market share delivered by the big four retail banks. 3
Mortgage broking
Workers in mortgage broking job roles help borrowers source and apply for mortgage financing. This
sub-sector employed over 16,000 people in 2018,4 within small mortgage adviser organisations,
national home loan franchisees or the mortgage broking components of major banks.
Accounting and bookkeeping
Workers in the accounting and bookkeeping sub-sector provide a diverse range of services from
traditional accounting and bookkeeping to payroll, auditing, processing taxes and financial reporting.
The job roles are required in all industries in the Australian economy and may be provided from within
an organisation or procured as specialist advice. Graduates of the FNS Training Package have a variety
of roles, usually process orientated, as certified accountants currently require a higher education
degree.
Superannuation
Superannuation is another sub-sector that affects the lives of the majority of Australians, through
managing compulsory savings to ensure financial stability in retirement. In Australia, there are over
15 million members of superannuation funds, who collectively have over $2.7 trillion in
superannuation assets.5 Workers in the sub-sector administer and manage superannuation funds, with
graduates of the FNS Training Package generally employed in roles that help with the administration
of funds.
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Insurance
Organisations in this sub-sector provide Australians with protection for unforeseen expenses incurred
in relation to three main areas of health, life and general (mostly car and home) insurance. Graduates
of the FNS Training Package in this sub-sector typically have frontline services roles such as agents
who sell insurance to clients, claims processors, and clerks who prepare and check insurance
documentation.
Mercantile agents
Mercantile agents complement the banking and insurance sub-sectors, providing debt collection and
investigation services following missed payments or claims. Mercantile agents include collectors,
investigators, process servers and repossession agents. Mercantile agents generally carry out this work
on behalf of a principal, such as major banks, lawyers, insurers and businesses.
Trust administration
Trust administration refers to the management of a trust property for the benefit of beneficiaries after
the settlor’s death.

1.2

The Training Package at a glance

1.2.1

Training Package description and use

There are 46 qualifications in the FNS Training Package, ranging from Certificate I to Graduate
Diploma. Of the 4.2 million learners enrolled in vocational training qualifications in 2017, over 90,000
were enrolled in the FNS Training Package. These enrolments are set out by sub-sector and level of
qualification in Table 1 and details of enrolments in all Financial Services qualifications are set out in
Appendix B.
Table 1: Enrolments by qualification and sub-sector
Cert. I

Cert. II

Cert. III

Qualification
Cert. IV

Dip.

2,950

1,630

6,395

4,355

1,420

60

-

Financial markets

-

-

-

-

625

55

90

Financial planning
and advice

-

-

-

-

7,150

1,965

-

Mortgage broking

-

-

-

8,405

4,215

-

-

Accounting and
bookkeeping

-

-

4,720

30,460

12,395

3,640

-

Superannuation

-

-

-

80

895

-

-

Insurance

-

-

205

750

455

-

-

Mercantile agents

-

-

155

-

-

-

-

Trust administration

-

-

-

-

20

-

-

Financial and banking
services

Adv. Dip.

Grad. Dip.

Source: NCVER (2018) Total VET Students and Courses 2017
Note: The above enrolments include current enrolments in equivalent superseded qualifications, except those enrolments in
conveyancing qualifications which have previously been in FNS and have now been superseded by qualifications in the Business
Services Training Package

1.2.2 Challenges and opportunities with the Training Package
Based on our analysis and industry consultation to date, there are two key opportunities and
challenges for employers and learners with the FNS Training Package, as follows.


Employers continue to demand risk management skills. The risk and compliance jobs
market is currently strong, providing plenty of new opportunities in the sector. For example, banks
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are looking for more workers across operational risk and conduct risk, anti-money laundering and
financial crime operations, and regulatory compliance roles.6 In the last year alone, there has been
an increase of 48 per cent in risk and compliance job listings. 7 Despite this increased demand for
risk and compliance workers, over the past year there has only been a 13 per cent rise in candidates
searching for compliance and risk roles on SEEK, the employment and recruitment website. 8 This
likely reflects a lack of available candidates with appropriate skills. Given that compliance and risk
job roles require a specialised skill set, it can be difficult for employers to find suitable workers for
the role.9 Additionally, heightened scrutiny on the sector is leading to a requirement for
compliance, ethics and risk management in the day to day roles of all Financial Services sector
workers. Therefore, this presents an opportunity for the Training Package in building and
developing the abovementioned underlying capabilities in learners. This may help ensure learners
are well-equipped to meet the demands of the job market.


Employers are hiring university educated workers. Stakeholders suggest that employer
appetite for workers with a bachelor degree or higher is increasing in the Financial Services sector.
This is driven both through formal industry standards (such as those set by Financial Advisers
Standards and Ethics Authority (FASEA)),10 as well as employer preference. Although this presents
a challenge in terms of a preference away the FNS Training Package, it also presents an
opportunity for the FNS Training Package to capitalise on this trend by ensuring learners have a
clear pathway to higher education and by offering an avenue for workers who have a bachelor
degree or higher to ‘top up’ certain skills by using a VET qualification or skill set at a higher
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) level.

1.2.3 Training Package collaboration opportunities
The Australian Industry Skills Committee (AISC) has identified several cross sector skill areas where
opportunities exist to create flexible and transferable package components that will benefit industry,
learners and the broader VET sector. These include projects such as: teamwork and communication,
digital skills, cyber security and consumer engagement through online and social media.
Many of the current cross sector projects have some effect on the FNS Training Packages, depending
on sub-sector. Where applicable, these are set out in the context of the projects in the proposed
schedule of work (see Section 6). PwC’s Skills for Australia and the Financial Services IRC will
continue to look for, and participate in, opportunities for collaboration across industries where
available.
By way of example, skills from the cyber security cross sector project will be key for many workers in
Financial Services as an important component of financial risk management. The increased use of big
data analytics means maintaining privacy of confidential customer data will present risk factors for the
Financial Services sector.
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2 Employment and skills
outlook overview
2.1

Employment outlook

Workers in Financial Services job roles may work within a financial organisation (i.e. banking and
insurance sub-sector workers), while others could work in organisations in many different industries
(i.e. accounting and bookkeeping workers).
Therefore, the employment outlook is reflected as a job role, or occupation, level. A number of
occupations have been determined to be indicative of the sector (those mapped to an FNS
qualification), and the forecast level of employment in these roles is set out in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1: Projected employment levels for Financial Services occupations
Projected employment in
May 2023 (‘000)

Projected employment change from May 2018
(‘000)

Source: Department of Jobs and Small Business (2018) 2018 Employment Projections - for the five years to May 2023
Note: ‘Other Hospitality, Retail and Service Managers’ includes Financial Institution Branch Managers

This outlook is broadly positive or steady for occupations across the Financial Services sector, with a
few key exceptions where automation is likely to impact clerks and process driven roles. 11 The key
drivers of change on the employment outlook of the sector, including automation, are explored in
Section 3.

2.2

Skills outlook

2.2.1 Current and emerging skills needs
In general, a worker in the Financial Services sector will need three specific sets of skills:


Specific technical skills, which are specific specialist requirements of the sub-sector in which
the worker operates. For example:
o

Finance brokers and mortgage brokers need skills relating to: preparing loan
applications, identifying client needs for broking services, complying with financial services
legislation and industry codes of practice, applying principles of professional practice to work,
and develop and maintain in-depth knowledge of products and services used.12

o

Accountants and bookkeepers need skills relating to: processing financial transactions,
assisting in formulating budgetary and accounting policies, administering subsidiary accounts
and ledgers, operating a computerised accounting system, and establishing and maintaining
payroll systems.13
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o

Mercantile agents need skills relating to: maintaining and preparing financial records,
resolving disputes, collecting debts, serving legal processes, identifying, locating and notifying
debtors of overdue accounts, and complying with debt collection guidelines and relevant
legislation.14



Core financial multi-disciplinary skills, which are the financial literacy, capacity and
industry knowledge skills that underpin all roles in the Financial Services sector.



Enterprise skills, such as teamwork, communication, problem solving, and work health and
safety skills that are about ‘how’ a worker operates in the workplace. These skills are generally
transferable across roles in the Financial Services sector and other industries.

Due to the consistent change and evolution of technology in the sector (covered in more detail in
Section 3 below), the technical skills required to keep pace will be a key focus for the sector. In
particular, industry consultation and previous research indicate significant skills demand for
compliance and professional ethics training. These skills will be a core part of ongoing work on the
Training Package and PwC’s Skills for Australia and the Financial Services IRCs intend to continue to
consult with industry to understand emerging skills.

2.2.2 Key generic skills
In addition to skill priorities identified in this section, the Financial Services IRC is required to rank a
supplied list of 12 generic workforce skills in order of importance to relevant employers. These skills
have been ranked below in Table 2.
The Financial Services IRC note that all skills listed in Table 2 are important. Low ranking does not
necessarily imply that the skill is not important; rather, only that these skills may not be critical
priorities for employers in the sector. The IRC further notes that rankings are not necessarily related to
gaps in the FNS Training Package, nor current or future projects.
Table 2: Ranking of key generic workforce skills
Rank

Generic workforce skill

1

Customer service/Marketing

2

Design mindset/Thinking critically/System thinking/Solving problems

3

Learning agility/Information literacy/Intellectual autonomy and self-management

4

Data analysis

5

Financial

6

Technology

7

Science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM)

8

Entrepreneurial

9

Managerial/Leadership

10

Communication/Virtual collaboration/Social intelligence

11

Language, literacy and numeracy (LLN)

12

Environmental and sustainability

Source: Formal activity undertaken by IRC members, 11 April 2019
Note: These skills are read in line with definitions provided by the Commonwealth Department of Education and Training.
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3 Key drivers for change and
proposed responses
3.1

Key drivers for change overview

There are four key drivers underpinning change in the Australian Financial Services sector.

3.1.1

Demographic change

The ageing population will drive strong demand for health insurance, superannuation and financial
advice over the medium to long term. While the current proportion of the population that is aged 65
and over (the core demographic demanding these services) was 15 per cent in 2017, the Australian
Bureau of Statistics forecasts this to grow to 21 per cent by 2066.15 This represents 5.1 million more
people in this age cohort than there currently is, all requiring key financial services explored below.
Superannuation
Superannuation assets are forecast to hit $4.3 trillion by 2032, 16 exceeding the value of the banking
sector, as the system matures and wages increase. Demographic changes will shape the
superannuation sector by:


Increasing the proportion of superannuation assets held in the retirement phase, which are
forecast to increase from 30 percent of superannuation assets to 40 per cent over the next
decade.17 Given the typically conservative investment profile of retirees, this will increase the
proportion of assets that are invested defensively (in products such as bonds) and bolster the use
of derivatives and other defensive overlays to ensure a steady revenue stream. Understanding the
needs of a client in retirement and communicating these risks will be vitally important to financial
advisers in the sector.



Driving demand for self-managed superannuation funds (SMSFs), with 85 per cent of
self-managed super fund members being over the age of 45 and over a third being over 65.18
SMSFs continue to grow, with the number of funds growing 13 per cent over the last five years
(from 521,511 to 587,092) and the number of members growing 12 per cent (987,535 to
1,107,058).19 With this trend set to continue, financial services workers will play more of an
advisory and transactional role in assisting SMSF members manage their own funds, rather than
managing the funds on the member’s behalf.

Financial planning
Financial planning and advice is expected to grow through increased demand from older Australians
seeking financial advice in their retirement. Demographic changes will shape the financial planning
and advice sector by:


Increasing demand for financial advice from superannuates, as growing post-retirement wealth
creates a greater incentive to seek professional financial advice. Ability to assist clients through the
potential emotional and psychological stress of retirement will also be crucial.

 Responding to advice in product growth areas such as property and ethical investments. Demand
for ethical and responsible investments has more than quadrupled over the past three years, with
92 per cent of Australians expecting their superannuation or other investments to be invested
responsibly and ethically.20 Also note that strong demand for property is driving demand for
mortgage brokers and general insurers, in addition to financial advisers.
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Insurance
Health and life insurance are likely to see the most growth off the back of the ageing population, with
industry revenue projected to grow by 21 per cent and 19 per cent respectively over the next five
years.21 Demographic changes will shape the insurance sub-sector by:


Increasing demand for health insurance, which is likely to see exponential growth as 86 percent
of older Australians reported having a long term health condition. 22 Continued demand will
require a growing number of health insurance workers across the board, specialising in services for
over 65s.



Heavy reliance on the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). The NDIS will require a
multitude of workers and skills, such as insurance assessors, particularly with the ageing
population driving demand (half of over 65s have a disability). 23 The NDIS therefore presents a
significant growth opportunity for training in this sector, requiring more insurance assessors
specialising in assessments for people with disability.

Trust administration
Demographic changes will shape the trust administration sub-sector through increasing focus on
products required for the management of the financial affairs for ageing Australians who may no
longer be able to make financial decisions for themselves, such as powers of attorney and financial
administration orders.
Ultimately, an ageing population will lead to an increased demand for most professionals in the many
Financial Services sub-sectors. Workers with specialist knowledge to support retirees accessing
services in these sectors, and people with a disability under the NDIS scheme will be highly sought
after. Workers in the sector will need strong customer service skills and risk management skills to
ensure that retirees have a stable income stream and are able to effectively manage their wealth.

3.1.2 Increased focus on ethical service and risk management
A focus on ethical service and risk management is increasing across the Financial Services sector,
driven by changes in the regulatory environment, professional standards and public scrutiny, set out
below. This is likely to increase employers’ demand for skills such as compliance and risk
management, with workers needing to have a strong understanding of regulations and ethical
standards and have up to date knowledge regarding changes in the sector.
Regulatory environment
The Financial Services sector has dual important roles in supporting economic interactions at a macro
level, as well as assisting individuals with personal finance and major assets such as superannuation
and property. Therefore, the sector is subject to regulation and scrutiny by governments, reflecting the
importance of protecting consumers and ensuring economic stability.
Over the past decade, especially following the global financial crisis, regulation has tightened and
changed in the sector. These changes have included, but are not limited to:


Consumer protections such as credit protection in the National Consumer Credit Protection Act
2009



Increased regulation on specific job roles, such as through the Tax Agent Act 2009 and increased
reporting around derivatives trading through 2013 amendments to the Corporations Act and in
ASIC Derivative Transaction Rules (Reporting) 2013



Widening of regulator roles such as Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) crisis
management powers in 2010 and most recently through Financial Sector Legislation Amendment
(Crisis Resolution Powers and Other Measures) Act 2018, expansion of Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC) powers though Corporations Amendment (Future of Financial
Advice) Act 2012 and APRA’s supervision of private health insurers through the Private Health
Insurance (Prudential Supervision) Act 2015

Financial Services
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The Banking Executive Accountability Regime (BEAR), announced in July 2017, which is designed
to ensure senior banking executives adhere to community standards to encourage ethical decision
making and trust in the banking sector. BEAR requires individuals to register with the Australian
Prudential Regulation Authority and to meet new mandatory reporting requirements, and any
breach of BEAR rules risks fines between $50 million for small banks and $200 million for large
banks.24

For workers in the sector, it is important to keep up to date with the changes and understand the
impacts they have on job roles and the sector as a whole.
Public scrutiny and inquiry
In addition to actual regulatory changes, the sector has also been subject to review and scrutiny
through a series of inquiries, including:


Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial Services Inquiry into proposals to
lift the professional ethical and education standards in the financial services industry 25



Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial Services report in to the
impairment of consumer loans26



Senate Standing Committee on Economics Report in to credit and financial services targeted at
Australians at risk of financial hardship 27



Financial Services Inquiry28



Productivity Commission Inquiry on Superannuation, assessing efficiency and competitiveness.29

The most high profile of these reviews has been the Royal Commission into Banking, spanning the last
two years. Due to the potential impact of the Royal Commission, it is discussed in detail in the
following section.
Although these reviews can lead to regulatory change, they have also contributed to the focus on ethics
and risk in their own right, through the public attention they have brought to the sector. One
noticeable result of this has been a focus on cultural change, with the increasing view that senior
executives take greater accountability, personally and publically, for conduct inside their
organisations.30 This is particularly true for banks which are working to restore trust, and their
reputation for compliance and accountability.
Professional accreditation standards
In addition to regulatory obligations, many Financial Services sector workers must comply with codes
of ethics depending on their job role and membership of a professional association. An example of one
of these codes of ethics and conduct is the APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants,
which requires that accountants abide by five fundamental ethical principles and sets out
consequences in the event of a breach. New Non-Compliance with Law and Regulations (NOCLAR)
requirements that took effect from 1 January 2018 require accountants to report unethical or noncompliant handlings - waiving their duty of confidentiality to clients.
These professional stands are often intrinsically linked with the regulatory environment, such as the
future of financial advice legislation, where the standards body FASEA was appointed to set the detail
of higher minimum education requirements for financial advisers. As of January 2019, the FASEA
Education Pathways Policy set out the following: 31


New entrants to financial advising will be required to have completed an approved at AQF level 7,
or an approved Graduate Diploma (AQF8) or approved Masters Degree (AQF9) by no later than
January 1 2019.



Existing advisers with no degree will be required to complete an approved Graduate Diploma (8
subjects at AQF8) OR another approved qualification (Bachelor Degree (AQF7) or Masters Degree
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(AQF9)) by no later than 1 January 2024. Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) is available for up
to 6 units and bridging course subjects are available.


Existing advisers with a non-relevant degree will be required to complete an approved Graduate
Diploma (7 subjects at AQF8) by no later than 1 January 2024. RPL is available for up to 6 units
and bridging course subjects are available.



Existing advisers with a relevant degree (as defined by FASEA) will be required to complete a
Bridging Course of 3 subjects at AQF8 and one FASEA approved subject by no later than 1 January
2024. RPL is available for up to 6 units and bridging course subjects are available.



Existing advisers with an approved degree will be required to complete a Bridging Course of 1
subject (the FASEA Code of Ethics) at AQF8 by no later than 1 January 2024.

These changes, now in place, are expected to have a large impact on the financial planning sub-sector
in the short-medium term.
Skills implications
Across all sub-sectors of Financial Services, it is increasingly necessary to build foundational financial
skills for both learners and workers in subject matter areas such as ethical conduct, compliance and
culture so they can easily transition between jobs and meet the rising standards of the sector.
The nature of the increased scrutiny and focus on compliance means that risk management and
compliance is no longer seen as the sole responsibility of managers and senior staff. Instead, every
worker in the Financial Services sector will be expected to be aware of and manage risk in their
individual tasks and contribute to an ethically driven culture.
Additionally to these skills for every Financial Services worker, it is also expected that this trend will
increase demand for specific financial risk analyst roles and operational risk roles.32

3.1.3 Impact of the Royal Commission
Since its announcement, the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and
Financial Services Industry (Royal Commission) has contributed to a sense of uncertainty in the
Financial Services sector. While the delivery of Commissioner Hayne’s Final Report may have reduced
this unease for some businesses, for the sector as whole it serves as a blueprint for changes to industry
practice, culture and oversight in the years to come. In essence, Hayne distils a distinct message: there
are clear outcomes required; it is up to financial institutions and regulators to figure out how to
achieve them and ensure the industry does not return to this point again. 33
While less severe than expected for many, the outcomes of the Royal Commission are still significant
In response the release of the Final Report, many market commentators were underwhelmed, noting
that it did not deliver some of the most prescriptive recommendations that had been expected.34
However, while the Royal Commission made only a few specific recommendations for legislative
change, it has set a high bar for the Financial Services sector around intent and customer outcomes. 35
Rather than prescribing in detail what the sector needs to do to meet this bar, the Final Report sets out
76 recommendations which are underpinned by the following key imperatives:


Simplify the law so that its intent is met



Address potential or perceived conflicts of interest



Focus on the regulators and drive compliance



Target culture, governance and remuneration



Support increasing consumer protection.36
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Taken as a whole, the recommendations are intended to significantly tighten the legal and regulatory
framework within which organisations in the sector operate. For the future of the Financial Services
sector, the effect is twofold. Firstly, it removes the degrees of freedom which have permitted
businesses to justify inappropriate practice. Secondly, it eliminates exceptions which have arisen in the
system for the benefit of specific interest groups.37
Long term impact is expected for industry practices, culture and oversight
While it remains uncertain what a post-Hayne Financial Services sector will look like, the Final Report
indicates potential for far reaching changes to industry practices, culture and leadership, and
regulatory oversight.38 Of the 76 recommendations, there are three areas which are likely to precipitate
significant change for incumbent business models and service propositions, if legislated:


The recommendation to remove the point-of-sale exemption for consumer credit, which would
likely present challenges for the distribution of sales finance



The requirement that brokers be remunerated directly by borrowers, which would likely have a
significant impact on the financial viability of many small mortgage broking businesses



Various recommendations relating to improving the quality of financial advice, increasing
compliance costs and lowering fee income, which would likely challenge the financial planning and
advice sub-sector.39

While Hayne’s other recommendations do, overall, present a number of potential challenges to the
viability of current products and distribution channels, for the most part, they largely target
improvements in business operations and service delivery.40
The recommendations and rhetoric of the Final Report will also likely influence the nature of culture
and leadership in the Financial Services sector. Above all, leadership roles will carry greater
accountability and reputational exposure than ever before. To rebuild trust with consumers, re-balance
priorities, and navigate an era of increased compliance, leaders will need to inspire their workforce
with fortitude, humility and a strong moral compass. 41
Lastly, the recommendation for a ‘supervisor of supervisors’ will likely see regulators as more proactive
than ever before. Expectation of more assertive regulators, coupled with the recommendation that
industry codes of practice be made enforceable, will likely compound the already heightened sense of
accountability felt among businesses in the sector as a result of the Royal Commission. 42

3.1.4 Technological change
As with many sectors across the economy, emerging technologies are significant in shaping the future
of the Financial Services sector. These technologies are often grouped together under the
all-encompassing term of FinTech. These innovations are changing the services provided by the sector,
as well as leading to the automation of many process-oriented roles in the industry and enabling more
financial services in the gig and shared economies. Each of these is explored below.
Changes to services
FinTech is broadly acknowledged to be driving a fundamental change in services offered by the
Financial Services sector, with a global survey of mainstream financial institutions showing that
80 per cent of them believe their business is at risk of being lost to stand alone FinTech companies in
the next five years.43
Although FinTech is wide ranging, the most significance is often placed on blockchain as a key
technology that will change financial services. Blockchain is an electronic public ledger of transactions
which can be distributed across a peer-to-peer network, encrypted to de-identify individuals and allow
for the verification of transactions, removing the need for financial intermediaries. Cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin use blockchain and reduce the cost of transactions. 44 Additionally, blockchain is seen as
having benefits in greater security and transparency and more accurate tracking of transactions, along
with a permanent ledger of activity.45 Research has shown that over three quarters of mainstream
financial institutions plan to include blockchain as an in-production process or system by 2020.46
Although it emerged in financial services, blockchain is expected to have implications in changing the
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way services are delivered in supply chain management, healthcare and even voting systems. 47 The
adaptability, computing and risk management skills built by Financial Services sector workers in
response to blockchain may then be applicable across industries.
Many technological advancements in the Financial Services sector are aimed at giving the consumer
more knowledge and control of transactions and services, and the ability to conduct services for
themselves. These technologies include:


Internet and mobile banking allowing customers to manage their funds without going to a branch,
with the majority of Australians now making a purchase or banking transaction on their mobile. 48



Peer-to-peer lending, as a method of debt financing that enables individuals to borrow and lend
money without an official institution.49



Tax self-management software such as the Australian Taxation Office’s web based tool myTax,
which is making it easier for individuals to complete their own tax return. Businesses are also
increasingly able to access software that expedites their taxation claims.



Self-investment applications like Stockspot and Selfwealth, which allow for the easy comparison of
funds and management of funds.50

Although some these technologies, especially blockchain, have the potential to change the
fundamentals on which the Financial Services sector operates, it is also important to acknowledge the
incremental changes that require workers to be skilled in new tools and techniques in the immediate
term. Examples of these include:


Computer automated underwriting which allows for the reduction of documentation and
streamlines the approval process in risk modelling.51



Web and cloud based accounting systems such as Software as a Service (‘SaaS’) systems, allowing
for real time collaboration between clients and accountants. Accounting software, such as Xero,
that facilitates a paperless system with more automation of tasks and higher accuracy.52



Automated algorithm based portfolio management advice without the use of human financial
advisers, leading to the development of enhanced credit underwriting using non-traditional
metrics to determine applicant creditworthiness.53



Accounts management systems replacing manual systems across Financial Services sub-sectors.

Each of these technologies will require workers in specific sub-sectors to be adaptable to change and
learn the skills in new tools. These technologies all enable more data to be collected, leading to
increased risks around managing and storing that data correctly and leading to a greater need for risk
management skills and an understanding of regulatory controls around data protection and data
management.
Automation of tasks
Alongside opportunities offered by new technologies, FinTech innovations are also likely to automate
some tasks and roles currently undertaken by FNS graduates. For example, research has indicated that
some administration roles within financial services and insurance have a high probability of being
automated within this decade.54 While automation may lead to the complete replacement of some
roles, requiring workers to move to higher skilled positions or exit the industry, it will also provide an
opportunity for many workers to use different skills in related roles. In the Financial Services sector,
changes to insurance or personal injury administration roles are leading workers to move away from
processing claims to a more service oriented role focused on improving the customer’s engagement
with the company.
Therefore, flexibility and resilience skills will continue to be extremely important for graduates
adapting to technological change. Communication and other skills where humans generally have a
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competitive advantage over machines will be of particular importance, as these skills will help people
transition between industries and roles within industries.
This technology driven automation of tasks will also shape the employment outlook across occupations
in the Financial Services sector (as shown in Section 2). There is expected to be a decreased demand
for accounting clerks, bookkeepers, bank tellers and other administrative roles in the sector. Whereas
customer centric roles, such as the use of data analytics to customise financial products, remote
customer assistance with technologies and managerial roles will have an increased demand.
In particular, customer service skills that enable a business to be differentiated on experience will be in
high demand from employers.55 Additionally, proficiency in computing skills, strong analytical skills,
and adaptability to understand and embrace new technologies and work environments will enable
workers in order to better prepare them for changing industry demands, particularly in the FinTech
space with the increasing digitisation of products, platforms, and services. 56
Gig and shared economy
New technologies are changing not just the services provided by the sector, but also the nature of
employment in the sector. Both the shared economy and gig economy are significant examples of the
changing nature of work driven by technological innovation and an increased desire for more flexible
working. Shared economies connect consumers to people who have products or services to sell, hire or
lease via an online platform.57 Gig economies, where people as freelancers or on casual and part-time
bases, require workers to be adaptable to adjust to the changing nature of work and undertake life-long
learning.58 There is significant appeal for some workers in flexible working arrangements in contrast to
traditional, and arguably more restrictive, work environments.

3.2

Proposed responses

PwC’s Skills for Australia is currently undergoing a number of projects to ensure that training products
provided in the FNS Training Package are fit for purpose and that workers in the Financial Services
sector have the skills required to adapt to these key drivers of change. Alongside the responses already
underway (set out in Section 5), this document proposes responses for the training products that are
not yet adapted to these trends.
In particular, this document sets out proposed responses in three areas:


Mortgage broking, which proposes to update training products to address the evolving skills
required of mortgage broking professionals, due to the increased regulation and impact of new
technologies for improving customer experience and worker efficiency.



Specialisms with low enrolments, which proposes to assess the relevance of training products
with low enrolments, notably for specialist areas such as Mercantile Agents, Personal Injury and
Trust Administration. This is due to the increased focus on ethical practices in the regulatory
environment and on improving customer relationship skills of financial services professionals.



Financial services multi-disciplinary skills, which proposes to update training products in
response to the demand for current and future skills in general financial services training that
underpin and complement account management, industry capability, practice management,
organisational skills and financial literacy.
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4 Consultation undertaken
Approach to consultation for proposed responses
Consultation on this Industry Skills Forecast was targeted to the three areas of proposed responses and
include views from industry, peak bodies, training organisations, employee associations and other
relevant stakeholders.
Throughout the development of the 2019-20 Proposed Schedule of Work, individuals were consulted
in person, via telephone interviews, group teleconferences, focus groups and an online public survey.
The consultations so far have covered the following areas within the Financial Services sector:


Mortgage broking (33 individuals consulted)



Specialisms with low enrolments (33 individuals consulted)



Core financial multi-disciplinary skills (23 individuals consulted).

Please see Appendix C for a list of stakeholders consulted to date during the development of the 201920 proposed projects, including spread across states and territories and stakeholder type. It is noted
that the number of potential consultees may be lower in some areas, such as mortgage broking, due to
their small size relative to the overall Financial Services sector.
Key issues and sensitivities from consultation
‘Industry’ opinions in the project details in Section 6 refer to views raised and validated in
consultations outlined above. It is acknowledged that additional consultation will be conducted in
future project work to confirm that these opinions are largely agreed upon by a broader group of
stakeholders and to determine specific changes required in the Training Package.
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5 Proposed Schedule of Work
overview
PwC’s Skills for Australia is currently undergoing a number of projects to ensure that training products
contained in the FNS Training Packages is fit for purpose and that workers in the Financial Services
sector have the skills required to adapt to the key drivers for change identified in previous sections.
The currently ongoing projects are:


Banking and lending, to review training products across banking and lending to align with
government reforms and regulatory changes



Customer Service, to review training products across customer services, sales and industry
advice to adapt to advances in Fintech and automation in the industry



Insurance, to ensure training products are adapted to the minimum standard of education, and
regulation and compliance requirements



Financial markets, to ensure training products address the technological developments and
structural changes in the industry



Financial planning, to ensure training products are aligned with new education and licensing
requirements, as well as address skill gaps in superannuation, aged care and life insurance



Superannuation, to review training products to ensure they align with current job roles and
industry expectations and requirements



Risk management and compliance, to ensure training products meet the needs of the
industry and is aligned to the legislative obligations, regulation and compliance requirements.

Previously completed projects are:


Accounting and bookkeeping, to review training products across accounting and bookkeeping
units to align with the skills required by industry



Business ethics and conduct, to ensure training products have a greater focus on business
ethics and conduct in financial markets and the financial services industry



Payroll, to develop a new UoC and skill set to address a skills gap in payroll.

Given the scope of this recent and ongoing work, the proposed schedule of work in this document has
proposed projects for 2019-20 only (shown below). It is important that both training organisations and
employers have time to understand and implement the changes made in this ongoing work before any
future projects are scheduled. It is also important to note that for projects across the four years
2016-17 to 2019-20, all units of competency in the FNS Training Packages will have been reviewed,
either through a project (where they are added, edited or removed) or in assessing if they are relevant
for a project (and were found to not require editing or deletion).
However, it is also acknowledged that training needs to be adaptable and flexible. Therefore, if any
significant but unforeseen technological, regulatory or other changes impact the sector, projects may
be proposed for 2020-21 or further years to ensure that training stays relevant.
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2019-20

Mortgage broking
Addressing new and emerging skills needs required of mortgage broking professionals.
Specialisms with low enrolment
Addressing uptake of existing training products with low enrolments and updating training
products for specialist areas such as Mercantile Agents, Personal Injury and Trust
Administration.
Financial Services multi-disciplinary skills
Addressing new and emerging skills needs to align to industry standards.
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6 2019-20 Project details
This section serves as the cases for change for projects scheduled in 2019-20. It outlines the key drivers
for change and how they will be reflected in 2019-20 training product development work.

6.1

Mortgage Broking

This project will update training products for the Mortgage Broking industry, an important and
growing sub-sector of the financial services industry in Australia, employing over 16,000 people in
2018.59 The project will look at two qualifications, the Certificate IV and Diploma in Finance and
Mortgage Broking, and update seven units of competency which focus on the skills required of
mortgage broking professionals.

6.1.1

Rationale

Job role affected
Job roles affected include mortgage brokers and aggregators.
Drivers for change
The following drivers for change were identified during consultations for this project:
1.

An increased focus on responsible lending from the regulator. The Mortgage Broking
industry has come under scrutiny to improve responsible lending practices to comply with the
National Consumer Credit Protection Act. Mortgage brokers are now required to exercise greater
rigour around identifying a person’s income and living expenses and their ability to afford a loan
and will require new skills to make these assessments. Mortgage brokers now need to ask more
questions of customers to obtain an additional level of detailed information to assess eligibility for
loans.

2. Professional ethics and standards training needs to be strengthened. The Banking
Royal Commission findings highlighted areas for improvement in the professional ethics and
standards adhered to within the Mortgage Broking industry. The industry needs better training
products for workers to understand their responsibility for acting in accordance with the industry’s
Code of Ethics and the ways it should be embedded into practice.
3. There is a lack of understanding of how technical skills relate to the context of
mortgage broking, and a need for a greater focus on job readiness. Key areas for
improvement include linking training on industry calculations and formulas to how these are used
in the job, and an increased focus on conversational engagement skills as these become more
important to establish the needs of the customer.
4. New technology exists to improve the customer experience and mortgage brokers’
efficiency. There are more tools available to mortgage brokers to assist them in meeting new
requirements for gathering information to assess eligibility for loans, as well as to run their
business as a sole trader in many cases. There are also increased considerations for mortgage
brokers to be aware of in regards to data management and protection, due to the level of personal
information collected and stored electronically.
Current training products
There are two qualifications and seven units of competency in scope for this project. The Certificate IV
in Finance and Mortgage Broking was last updated in April 2015. The Diploma in Finance and
Mortgage Broking has been updated since 2015, but these have only been minor updates to fix
typographical errors and add units to the elective list. Industry has highlighted that a more thorough
update is required.
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Enrolment numbers for the Certificate IV and Diploma in Finance and Mortgage Broking were strong
in 2017, at 8,405 and 4,215 enrolments respectively.60 Enrolments have remained at consistent levels
in both qualifications since 2015. The Certificate IV is the current industry standard, and is required by
regulation for all mortgage brokers, although some organisations prefer employees to hold the
Diploma as a minimum standard. The Certificate IV focuses on residential lending, whereas the
Diploma includes commercial lending practices.
Demand for training product change
Mortgage broking is an important and growing industry in Australia. According to the Mortgage and
Finance Association of Australia, there were 16,787 mortgage brokers as at 31 March 2018, an increase
from the 14,379 mortgage brokers reported at the end of March 2016. 61 As such, it is important the
nationally accredited training products are fit for purpose. Industry consultations highlighted a
number of areas where the current training products are lacking, and cited the Royal Commission
findings as indicative of key areas for improvement. Many employers and industry organisations have
already begun reviewing training to identify improvements.
The industry standard may need to be raised from Certificate IV to Diploma level
Industry regulation requires the Certificate IV in Finance and Mortgage Broking, as stipulated by
ASIC, however some organisations have expressed a desire to raise the requirement to be the Diploma
in Finance and Mortgage Broking.62 This is a result of a general trend in the financial services industry
to demand higher level qualifications, as seen with the FASEA guidelines for financial planners.
The content and structure of the Certificate IV and Diploma in Finance and Mortgage
broking need to be updated to ensure graduates have a holistic understanding of the
requirements of their job roles
Industry consultation has raised a need to update the structure of the Certificate IV in Finance and
Mortgage Broking and the Diploma of Finance and Mortgage Broking Management. Employers feel
that the qualifications are not structured in a way that allows learners to understand the role of a
mortgage broker from start to finish in dealing with customers. For example, learners are exposed to
formulas and calculations such as how to complete Loan to Value Ratios, but not a sense of where this
fits into what a mortgage broker does in the process of working for a client. This builds on the strong
employer demand for training products to provide a greater connection between the skills and the real
world context of the life of a broker. Employers demand that qualification content should cover all
elements of the job, from meeting the customer to settling a home loan application.

6.1.2 Minister’s priorities
The Ministers’ priorities directly addressed by this project are as follows:


More information about industry’s expectations of training delivery is available to
training providers to improve their delivery and to consumers to enable more
informed choices. Training Package components in this project will be written so they align
with industry expectations for training delivery, specifically focusing on providing better
contextualisation of how the technical skills relate to the job role of a mortgage broker, and will be
released with an FNS Companion Volume that provides additional information.

6.1.3 Consultation plan
PwC’s Skills for Australia intends to engage stakeholders in the Mortgage Broking industry, targeting
professionals with experience of the training for the sector.
Representation across industry, peak bodies, government and regulatory bodies, employee
associations and registered training organisations will be consulted for the project, via a number of
methods including a Project Working Group (PWG) with experienced representatives from industry,
focus groups and open forums across a variety of states and regions, targeted one on one consultations
and online nationwide survey(s).
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Stakeholders to be consulted with include, but are not limited to:
Employers

Industry associations/Peak
bodies & Unions

Registered Training
Organisations

Public/Government
bodies





















Aussie Home Loans
(including
franchisees)
RAMS Home Loans
(including
franchisees)
Mortgage Choice
(including
franchisees)
Home Loan
Connexion
Loan Market
Smartline Personal
Mortgage Advisers
Shore Financial
Centric Wealth
Australian Financial
Group



Mortgage and Finance
Association of Australia
(MFAA)
Finance Brokers Association
of Australia (FBAA)









TAFE NSW
Institute of Strategic
Management
AAMC Training Group
The National Finance
Institute
Melbourne College of
Business and
Technology
Australian College of
Professionals Pty Ltd
Australis College
Australian College
of Commerce and
Management
(ACCM)

The Australian
Securities and
Investments
Commission (ASIC)

6.1.4 Scope of project
1. Update 2 of 2 qualifications related to mortgage broking, with the following criteria:
a.

Update the content and structure of the FNS40815 Certificate IV in Finance and Mortgage
Broking and the FNS50315 Diploma of Finance and Mortgage Broking Management to ensure
learners are job ready on completion (Driver for change 3)

b. Update the content of the FNS40815 Certificate IV in Finance and Mortgage Broking and the
FNS50315 Diploma of Finance and Mortgage Broking Management to include skills required
by changes to regulation and technology (Driver for change 1, 2, 4)
2. Update 7 of 7 units of competency relating to mortgage broking skills, with the
following criteria:
a.

Update units of competency to include a greater focus on responsible lending and professional
ethics and standards to meet industry requirements (Driver for change 1, 2)

b. Update the content of units of competency relating to client engagement and communications
(Driver for change 1, 3)
c.

Update units of competency covering technical skills and calculations to include knowledge of
how these skills relate to the job role (Driver for change 3)

d. Update units of competency to allow for new ways of working using the tools and new
technology available to mortgage brokers (Driver for change 4).

6.2

Specialisms with low enrolments

This project will assess the relevance of training products for specialisms with low enrolments which
have not yet been considered as part of existing projects. It will update training products where
required, notably for specialist areas such as Mercantile Agents, Personal Injury, Trust Administration
and Life Insurance, and seek to remove qualifications that are obsolete from the FNS Training
Package.
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6.2.1 Rationale
Job role affected
This project will impact the job roles of workers in the following areas:


credit management roles such as mercantile agents



personal injury management roles such as personal injury claims officer, insurance consultant,
personal injury underwriting agent, and return to work officer



trust administration roles such as trust officer, senior trustee, finance broker, trust and estate
administrator.

Drivers for change
1. Greater scrutiny of ethical practices triggered by the changes in the regulatory
environment are impacting these specialisms. For example, the Senate Enquiry into the
credit and financial services has highlighted areas for improvement in the Certificate III in
Mercantile Agents, which is the industry standard. This industry will come under greater scrutiny
as the economy slows and there is more demand for these services, so better training is required to
prepare people entering the profession. Furthermore, the current regulation varies by state, adding
an additional barrier for mercantile agents to become qualified and work across Australia.
2. There is an increased focus on improving customer relationship skills to provide a
better service. The Royal Commission and Senate Enquiry focused on how financial services
organisations treat customers and explain products and services to them.


This is key for mercantile agents as there will be a focus on equipping them with better skills to
manage difficult interactions with customers who are experiencing financial hardship or are
struggling to pay their debts.



Personal injury management is moving away from process oriented work, which is
increasingly becoming automated, to instead focus on the holistic wellbeing of a customer,
with a growing focus on recovery. This customer centric approach requires personal injury
management professionals to have critical thinking, effective decision making and relationship
building skills to think beyond the tasks set out in a process. Despite this industry focus,
training products in Personal Injury do not currently address recovery or the required
customer relationship skills. It is expected that these skills will become increasing important
due to the increasing prominence of injuries that may not be visually apparent and as services
may be delivered remotely. This will mean personal injury workers must effectively seek and
respond to customer feedback when their condition is visually identified.



In Trust Administration, employers have identified communication skills and customer
relationship skills are being increasingly important as the industry considers what, if any, their
future role (legislatively or otherwise) will be in assisting to identify elder abuse and ensure
customers are not under duress. In the future, this may require trust administrator to assist in
identifying issues when drafting and administering powers of attorney and financial
management.

3. Advances in technology have improved access to customer information and
improved processes, and also raise a need for data related training. Personal Injury
Management is moving towards using automated processes to manage some repetitive tasks at the
case manager level by using data analysis to drive business improvements at a leadership level.
Data is utilised to segment claims and develop specialist approaches on a case by case basis, as well
as understand business and systems performance. For mercantile agents, data management is
critical as technology offers new ways to track customers known as ‘skip tracing’, and to connect
customer information and data to support the debt recovery process.
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4. Better alignment of qualifications to emerging areas and progression pathways.


There is also a clear split in job roles for mercantile agents between those contacting debtors
remotely from call centres, and field officers who engage with debtors in person. The
Certificate III in Mercantile Agents does not currently clearly indicate these two separate
pathways.



Entry roles in Personal Injury Management typically have fast progression and short tenure
within a single role, which is not reflected in the existing structure and requirements of the
Certificate III in Personal Injury Management. An update of the packaging rules for this
qualification needs to consider greater flexibility to allow its completion within a shorter time
frame to maximise its value to industry.



Stakeholders have indicated that there are knowledge gaps across the trust administration
industry in understanding residential aged care fees which is not adequately addressed in
current training products. Additionally, the existing qualifications do not address two distinct
and growing areas relating to powers of attorney and financial administration orders.
Additionally, the current packaging rules of the qualifications are not effective in recognising
progression and the achievement of more advanced skills in the industry as it is too easy to be
awarded a Diploma of Personal Trusts due to its significant level of overlap with the
Certificate IV in Personal Trust Administration.

5. There is a need to streamline the FNS Training Package by removing training
products that are obsolete. There are a number of qualifications with very low or no
enrolments over the past four years. Very few RTOs have these qualifications on scope, so there are
few options for learners to undertake them. Stakeholders have suggested that this is because they
are no longer relevant to the sector. In line with the COAG principles, these qualifications require
review to remove them from the Training Package.
Current training products
There are eight qualifications and 56 units of competency in scope for this project, the majority of
which were last updated significantly in April 2015. As suggested in the purpose of this project,
enrolments are low across these qualifications. The enrolments fall into three broad categories, as
follows:


Enrolments in line with niche sectors. Enrolments in Personal Injury Management and
Mercantile Agents qualifications are generally between 100 to 200 in 2017, with the highest being
290 enrolments in FNS42115 Certificate IV in Personal Injury Management and lowest being 80
enrolments in FNS30215 Certificate III in Personal Injury Management.63 While enrolments are
low compared to other areas of the financial services industry, Personal Injury Management and
Mercantile Agents are specialist areas employing fewer people than other sub-sectors. In 2018,
there were approximately 9,400 workers in Australia employed as Debt Collectors (Mercantile
Agents) and approximately 16,400 as Insurance Agents (Personal Injury Management),
cumulatively comprising about 3 percent of employment in the Financial Services sector.64 The
fact that enrolments have remained consistent since 2015 suggests the training products are being
used by professionals in these specialisms.



Low enrolments with strong industry feedback. Stakeholder feedback has indicated the
continuing relevance of the qualifications in Trust Administration, despite the small enrolment
figures. The FNS42215 Certificate IV in Personal Trust Administration had an average of
40-50 enrolments between 2014 and 2016. This decreased to zero enrolments in 2017, however
there was strong industry feedback that it remains a relevant and important qualification for this
niche area. Reviewing the content and structure of the Certificate IV will help ensure its ongoing
relevance. The FNS52015 Diploma of Personal Trusts has not had enrolments above 20 in any of
the last three years, but its importance as a progression pathway from the Certificate IV was also
reinforced by industry stakeholders. The FNS41515 Certificate IV in Life Insurance has steadily
increased from 45 enrolments in 2015 to 105 enrolments in 2017, reflecting its currency and
relevance with industry and learners.
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Low or no enrolments suggesting limited industry use. The FNS40715 Certificate IV in
Financial Practice Support, the FNS41515 Diploma of Life Insurance, and the FNS51615 Diploma
of Securitisation all had no more than 30 enrolments in total, summing across three years of 2015
to 2017. No stakeholder feedback has indicated that relevance to the industry.

Demand for training product change
Industry consultations have highlighted changes which necessitate updates to the training products for
these specialisms.
Personal Injury Management needs a tailored approach to customer relationship skills,
which is different to insurance industry qualifications.
The units of competency across all three personal injury management qualifications are
process-oriented and highly focused on legislation. The current training products do not reflect the
soft skills and customer-centric approach that employers demand. With the broader industry
increasingly focussing on recovery and return to life, instead of just return to work, all roles will have
to adapt (to varying degrees) to this change in focus.
Mercantile Agents training products need updating to reflect the outcomes of the Senate
Enquiry and changes in industry regulation.
There has been growing public and government concern around lack of regulation and scrutiny of this
sector of financial services. This has resulted in the referral of a Senate Enquiry by the Senate
Economics References Committee into the credit and financial services targeted at Australians at risk
of financial hardship. As the industry standard, it is important to update the content of the FNS30415
Certificate III in Mercantile Agents to ensure it incorporates the recommendations around improving
the treatment of customers facing financial hardship.
In addition, there is likely to be higher demand for workers in debt collection services. Over the past
five years, growth in real GDP per capita in Australia has steadily declined from 2.3 per cent in 2012 to
0.5 per cent in 2017.65 It is likely that there will be more hardship and repossession of goods and
homes as the Australian economy slows down, leading to an increased need for people well equipped
with the skills to manage debt collection and repossession.
Trust Administration qualifications need updating to address changes in legislation,
emerging areas, and to remove overlap to provide a clear pathway for progression.
The extent of training within organisations in this industry varies greatly, and learners need to use the
qualifications to supplement their internal training to gain a broader knowledge of Trust
Administration beyond their immediate role so they are better equipped to do their job. Additionally
there are areas which are expanding in demand and changing as a result of legislative changes and
broader demographic trends. These are areas which training products need to address to ensure
workers are equipped with the necessary knowledge and skills, and also provide distinct pathways for
progression in the qualifications.
Life insurance qualifications contain areas that are demanded by industry which
require further review to ensure relevant units are not removed.
There are several units that are housed only within the Certificate IV and Diploma in Life Insurance,
with unit enrolment figures that are significantly greater than the enrolments in the qualification.
Training products within Life Insurance requires review to ensure appropriate components of training
remain in the context of structural changes to the qualifications.
Qualifications with very low enrolments
The FNS40715 Certificate IV in Financial Practice Support, the FNS51315 Diploma of Life Insurance,
and the FNS51615 Diploma of Securitisation are not currently being used by the Financial Services
sector. These qualifications will be assessed for relevance to the FNS Training Package, with a view to
confirming with industry representatives that they are obsolete and can be deleted from the system,
and/or which units that are exclusive to these qualifications should be retained and reviewed for
inclusion in another qualification.
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6.2.2 Minister’s priorities
The Ministers’ priorities directly addressed by this project are as follows:


Obsolete and duplicate qualifications removed from the system. Qualifications with very
low enrolments will be assessed for removal from the FNS Training Package.



More information about industry’s expectations of training delivery is available to
training providers to improve their delivery and to consumers to enable more
informed choices. Qualifications will be updated to better align with industry expectations for
training delivery, specifically focusing on including additional skills not currently covered by
Personal Injury Management and Mercantile Agents training products to better prepare learners
for job roles. The updated training products will be released with an FNS Companion Volume that
provides additional information for training providers.

6.2.3 Consultation plan
PwC’s Skills for Australia intends to engage stakeholders in Mercantile Agents, Personal Injury
Management, and Trust Administration, targeting professionals with experience of these areas.
Representation across industry, peak bodies, government and regulatory bodies, employee
associations and registered training organisations will be consulted for the project, via a number of
methods including focus Groups and open forums across a variety of states and regions, targeted one
on one consultations and online nationwide survey(s).
Stakeholders to be consulted with include, but are not limited to:

Employers

Industry
associations / Peak
bodies & Unions

Registered Training
Organisations

Public / Government
bodies





Institute of
Mercantile
Agents
Australian
Investigators
Association
Australian
Mercantile
Agents
Association
Australian
Collectors and
Debt Buyers
Association
Trustee
Corporations
Australia





Financial
Services Council

























Australian Institute of Credit
Management
Allianz
EML Insurance
Gallagher Bassett
Xchanging
CGU insurance
Insurance Commission of Western
Australia
Work Worksafe Victoria
Transport Accident Commission
Work Cover QLD
Australian Unity
Australian Executor Trustees
NSW Trustee and Guardian
Perpetual
Public Trustee Western Australia
TAL Life Ltd.
AIA Australia Ltd
AMP Life Insurance
Comminsure
Suncorp Life
Australian Financial Markets
Association
Australian Securitisation Forum

























Australian College of
Commerce and
Management
Australian Institute of
Credit Management
Australian Security
Academy
Collective Learning and
Development
College for Law,
Education and Training
TAFE NSW
Personal Injury
Education Foundation
The College at
Western Sydney
University
Australian College of
Commerce and
Management
North Metropolitan TAFE
Australian and New
Zealand Institute of
Insurance and Finance
Kaplan Education
Australian Financial
Markets Association





Attorney-General’s
Department
Australian
Financial
Securities
Authority
Comcare

For qualifications with low or no enrolments, consultation will focus on the RTOs listed as having
these qualifications on scope. If they confirm there is a need to retain them, we will then conduct
further industry consultation to establish the level of demand for training in these areas.
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6.2.4 Scope of project
1. Update 7 of 10 qualifications with the following criteria:
a.

Update the content and structure of the FNS30415 Certificate III in Mercantile Agents to
provide clear training streams for separate job roles (Driver for change 4)

b. Update the content and structure of the FNS30215 Certificate III in Personal Injury
Management, FNS42115 Certificate IV in Personal Injury Management, and the FNS51915
Diploma of Personal Injury and Disability Management to match industry needs and trends
(Drivers for change 2, 3, 4)
c.

Update the structure of the FNS42215 Certificate IV in Personal Trust Administration and the
FNS52015 Diploma of Personal Trusts to remove duplication of skills, and better align the
levels of tasks to job roles (Driver for change 4)

d. Update the content and structure of the FNS41515 Certificate IV in Life Insurance to meet
industry needs and trends (Driver for change 4)
2. Delete 3 of 10 qualifications, FNS40715 Certificate IV in Financial Practice Support, the
FNS51315 Diploma of Life Insurance, and the FNS51615 Diploma of Securitisation, with very low
enrolments (Driver for change 5)
3. Update 26 of 55 units of competency with the following criteria:
a.

Update 6 of 6 Mercantile Agents units of competency to include greater focus on regulatory
and ethical practices, skills related to difficult customer interactions, and data management
requirements of new technology (Driver for change 1, 2, 3, 4).

b. Update 6 of 18 Trust Administration units of competency to include skills in identification of
elder abuse, reflect the appropriate level of complexity of tasks and better align them to job
roles (Drivers for change 2 and 4).
c.

Update 14 of 31 Personal Injury units of competency for soft skills to build customer
relationships and provide organisational leadership, data analysis capabilities and the
knowledge required for mental health related claims (Drivers for change 2, 3, 4).

4. Create 9 units of competency relating to mercantile agents, personal injury and trust
administration with the following criteria:
a.

Create 1 unit of competency for the FNS30415 Certificate III in Mercantile Agents on the
process of skip tracing (Driver for change 3), if skip tracing cannot be included in the units
updated above (such as FNSMCA304 Locate subjects).

b. Create 2 units of competency on recovery to be housed at a minimum in the FNS42115
Certificate IV in Personal Injury Management (Driver for change 2)
c.

Create 4 units of competency to separate FNSPRT405 Establish powers of attorney or financial
administration orders into two separate units; and to separate FNSPRT406 Administer
powers of attorney or financial administration into two separate units in Trust Administration
(Driver for change 4)

d. Create 2 units of competency for skills relating to servicing customers in matters relating to
residential aged care in Trust Administration (Driver for change 2, 4)
5. Delete 3 units of competency relating to personal injury and trust administration
with the following criteria:
a.

Delete 1 unit of competency which is not included into any FNS qualifications, FNSPIM412
Participate in formal communication processes (Driver for change 5)
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b. Delete 2 units of competency in Trust Administration to replace with new units. FNSPRT405
Establish powers of attorney or financial administration orders, and FNSPRT406 Administer
powers of attorney or financial administration (Driver for change 4).

6.3

Core financial multi-disciplinary skills

This project updates units of competency which are used in qualifications across a range of sub-sectors
within the Financial Services sector which have not yet been considered in ongoing projects. They will
be updated to ensure they meet the demand for core financial skills which underpin and complement
specialist sub-sector training. The units in scope are in account management, industry capability,
practice management, organisational skills, and financial literacy. This project will also assess the
content and structure of the Certificate I in Financial Services and the Certificate II in Financial
Services to ensure they are fit for purpose as an entry level pathway into the sector. Although no other
qualifications are in scope for update in this project, the units in scope are used widely, so assessing
the impact on other qualifications of any training product change will form part of this project.

6.3.1 Rationale
Job role affected
As this project looks to update training in core financial multi-disciplinary skills, it follows that it will
impact a wide range of job roles in the Financial Services sector, but it not focussed on any specific
role.
It is also worth noting that updates to the Certificate I and II will benefit learners beyond the financial
services industry, as many undertake these qualifications to develop financial literacy as a route to
employment in other industries.
Drivers for change
Industry consultations supported the need to update qualifications and units of competency in core
financial multi-disciplinary skills to reflect the following key drivers for change:
1.

Financial services regulation has changed along with an increased focus on
compliance and ethical conduct. Significant events have recently occurred in the financial
services industry, including the Royal Commission investigation process and release of findings,
high profile cases of misconduct, changes to standards of education for those providing financial
advice and anticipated changes to ASIC regulation. These events have triggered changes such as
increased scrutiny of risk and compliance processes, a greater focus on identifying and addressing
misconduct, increased rigour in anti-money laundering processes, and implications for job roles
which include the provision of financial advice to customers. Training products need to be updated
to reflect the impact of these changes on processes and knowledge required for job roles in the
Financial Services sector.

2. New technology has changed ways of working for certain tasks and led to new
regulation around data management. For example, accounts management systems are now
used in place of manual systems by many organisations, and the training products should be
updated to allow for this. Technology also enables more data to be collected and leads to increased
risks around managing that data correctly, with a greater focus on regulatory controls around data
protection and data management. An awareness of the risks and the skills to manage data correctly
need to be part of financial services training.
3. Greater recognition of transferable business skills which are not specific to the
financial services industry. The FNS Training Package contains a number of units of
competency in general business skills which are not specific to the industry. Industry has noted
training for these could be better served by importing units of competency from the Business
Services (BSB) Training Package.
4. Support the use of financial literacy training products as part of outreach programs
for disadvantaged and indigenous communities, as well as part of the Financial
Services qualifications. The financial literacy units of competency are used by organisations
providing training in these skills as a basis for employment in other sectors, or as a useful life skill.
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This is likely to be a growth area as more banking is done online with less human interaction,
meaning that individuals take on more responsibility for having the skills to manage their
finances.
5. Entry level qualifications should provide more awareness of regulation and ethics,
and a pathway to specialise in sub-sectors at Certificate III level. The structure of the
Certificate I and II in Financial Services requires updating to ensure that there is a progression
pathway to develop skills between these two qualifications, and that the groupings of electives
allow learners to begin to specialise as they move towards the Certificate III, or tailor towards their
own specific needs.
Current training products
There are two qualifications and 34 units of competency in scope for this project, which were last
updated in April 2015.
Enrolment numbers for the Certificates I and II in Financial Services were strong in 2017, at 2,957 and
1,624 enrolments respectively.66 These qualifications provide a pathway into the FNS30115 Certificate
III in Financial Services, which represented 6.9 per cent of all enrolments in FNS qualifications with
6,393 enrolments in 2017. They also provide a foundation for learners to select a specialisation within
the industry at the Certificate III level in an area such as general insurance, insurance broking, or
accounts administration.
Demand for training product change
The units of competency in scope for this project cover a range of multi-disciplinary skills which are
used across sub-sectors within financial services and are incorporated into a range of FNS
qualifications, ranging from Certificate I to Advanced Diploma. They provide important context for
understanding the industry and knowledge of common practices, as well as transferable business
skills. Given this context, it is important that these core financial multi-disciplinary skills remain up to
date and equip learners with knowledge and skills that align to industry standards.
Training products need to be updated to account for changes in regulation and new
technology
This is a particular focus for employers in the Financial Services sector in light of recent
recommendations from the Royal Commission, changes to regulation pertaining to the provision of
financial advice, and anticipated updates to ASIC regulation. In addition to changing regulation, new
technology is used which is not accounted for in current training products. Industry consultation
highlighted the need to update units of competency relating to knowledge of products and services and
practices affected by these industry changes to ensure the qualifications remain fit for purpose.
Some transferable skills are better served by Business Services units of competency
The demand for these skills is clear by the consistently high enrolments for the majority of these units
of competency. Where there are units of competency with low enrolments, these have been highlighted
for deletion from the FNS Training Package (see below). In addition, units of competency focussed on
transferable business skills may be better served by importing units of competency from the Business
Services (BSB) Training Package.
Financial Literacy skills require updates to support their use in social outreach
programs
It is also worth noting that the financial literacy units (FNSFLT) at nominal AQF level 2 are currently
used to provide financial literacy training as part of outreach programs by organisations working to
address social disadvantage and in indigenous communities, as well as in FNS qualifications. Industry
consultation highlighted the need to update these units to ensure they are relevant for this range of
different contexts and that the content is at an appropriate level for the skills required.
Entry level qualifications should provide a smoother pathway to progress in the
industry
The Certificate I and II in Financial Services are used as an entry level pathway into the industry, and
to provide a grounding in financial skills as a useful skill for employment in other sectors. Industry
consultation highlighted these qualifications require an update to the content and structure to ensure
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there is progression and that they provide a smooth pathway into the Certificate III qualifications for
those wishing to progress in the Financial Services sector.

6.3.2 Minister’s priorities
The Ministers’ priorities directly addressed by this project are as follows:


The training system better supports individuals to move more easily between related
occupations. This is a core objective of this project as it seeks to update units of competency
relating to core financial multi-disciplinary skills which are used across multiple related
occupations, to ensure they are fit for purpose. In addition, by updating the content and structure
of the Certificate I and II in Financial Services, this project will ensure they provide a foundation
for learners to move into related occupations as they progress in the industry.



Improved efficiency of the training system through units that can be owned and used
by multiple industry sectors. This project will identify units of competency covering
transferable business skills which have no need to be specific to financial services, and will seek to
replace these with units of competency from Business Services or cross sector projects as
appropriate.

6.3.3 Consultation plan
PwC’s Skills for Australia intends to engage a wide range of stakeholders in all areas of Financial
Services, targeting professionals with experience of these areas.
Representation across industry, peak bodies, government and regulatory bodies, employee
associations and registered training organisations will be consulted for the project, via a number of
methods including: a Project Working Group (PWG) with experienced representatives from industry,
focus groups and open forums across a variety of states and regions, targeted one on one consultations
and online nationwide survey(s).
Stakeholders to be consulted with include, but are not limited to:
Employers











Comminsure
EBMInsurance
Fixed Charter Lending
Heritage Bank
Hunter Burton Capital
The Financial Services
Academy
KnowIT Group
National Australian Bank
Oracle Group Insurance
Brokers
Union Bank of Switzerland

Industry associations /
Peak bodies & Unions






Australian Financial
Markets Association
CPA Australia
Australian and New
Zealand Institute of
Insurance and Finance
Australian Financial
Markets Association

Registered Training
Organisations











Australia College of
Commerce and
Management
Financial Education
Professionals
IRC member/ LMI Group
KAPLAN
TAFE Queensland
TAFE Queensland
(Online)
Australian and New
Zealand Institute of
Insurance and Finance
Australian Financial
Markets Association

Public / Government
bodies


The Australian Securities
and Investments
Commission

6.3.4 Scope of project
1. Update 2 of 2 qualifications related to core financial multi-disciplinary skills with the
following criteria:
a.

Update the content and structure of the FNS10115 Certificate I and FNS20115 Certificate II in
Financial Services to ensure they provide a logical pathway for learners wishing to pursue a
career in the financial services industry and specialise at Certificate III level (Driver for change
5)
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b. Assess the content to ensure the units of competency are at the right level in the Certificate I
and II in Financial Services to meet the uses of the qualification by industry e.g. being taught
in schools, vocational education institutions, or as part of social outreach programs focusing
on developing financial literacy (Driver for change 4, 5)
2. Update 22 of 34 units of competency relating to core financial multi-disciplinary
skills with the following criteria.
a.

Update 4 Account Management units for new technology and processes (Driver for change 2)

b. Update 13 Financial Literacy units to accommodate wider context, and be more related to job
roles (Driver for change 4)
c.

Update 3 Industry capability units to incorporate regulatory change (Driver for change 1)

d. Update 2 Organisational Skills units that cover skills specific to FNS to account for changes to
regulation (Driver for change 1)
3. Assess to delete 11 of 34 units of competency relating to core financial
multi-disciplinary skills with the following criteria.
a.

Delete 8 Organisational Skills units and 3 Practice Management units and replace them with
BSB units (Driver for change 3)

4. Create 1 new unit of competency relating to core financial multi-disciplinary skills
with the following criteria.
a.

Create 1 new unit on understanding the regulatory structure of the financial services industry
(Driver for change 1)
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7 IRC Sign off
The Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work was agreed to by:

Allan Jones
Chair
Financial Services IRC
03/05/2019
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Appendices

Administrative Information
About PwC’s Skills for Australia
PwC's Skills for Australia supports the Financial Services IRC. As a Skills Service Organisation (SSO),
PwC's Skills for Australia is responsible for working with industry and our IRC to:


Research what skills are needed in our industries and businesses, both now and in the future, to
provide the right skills to match our job needs; helping us to stay at the forefront of global
competitiveness and support continued economic prosperity.



Identify and understand current and emerging trends in the global and domestic economy and
how they impact on Australia's skills needs.



Revise our vocational qualifications and training content to better match what people will learn
with the skills needs of our industries and businesses, giving our population the best possible
chance of developing work ready skills.

About the Industry Reference Committee
The Financial Services Industry Reference Committee includes 14 members. The Financial Services IRC
membership was constituted in 2016. The AISC has endorsed a new IRC membership, which commenced in
June 2017.
Name

Organisation

Title

IRC role

Allan Jones

Financial, Administrative and Professional Services
Training Council Incorporated

CEO

IRC Chair

Keddie Waller

CPA Australia

Policy Adviser - Financial
Planning

IRC Deputy
Chair

Sara Rhodes

Association of Superannuation Funds of
Australia (ASFA)

Product Strategy
Manager

IRC Member

Shaun Weston-Cole

Financial Planning Association of Australia

Head of Education

IRC Member

Raelene Morton

Commonwealth Bank of Australia

Executive Manager

IRC Member

Melanie Brenton

Industry Skills Advisory Council Northern
Territory

Industry Engagement
Officer

IRC Member

Val Phinn

LMI Group

Principal

IRC Member

Wayne Wilson

KnowIT Group

CEO

IRC Member

Luke Henderson

Westpac

Capability Manager

IRC Member

Julia Angrisano

Financial Services Union

National Secretary

IRC Member

Eileen Eaton

Australian Taxation Office

Director

IRC Member

Gail Smith

The Financial Services Academy

Director

IRC Member

Karen Barrett

Australian Financial Markets Association (AFMA)

Director- Education
Programs & Innovation
Strategies

IRC Member

Cameron Hallowell

Australia and New Zealand Institute of Insurance and
Finance

Product development
manager

IRC Member
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Financial Services Training
Package profile
Financial Services Training Package profile
There are 46 qualifications in the FNS Training Package (see Table 3). Of the 4.2 million learners
enrolled in vocational training qualifications in 2017, there were 93,175 learners enrolled in the FNS
Training Package comprising 2.2 per cent of all learners.67
Table 3: Scale of qualification involvement
Program

2017 Program
Enrolments

Certificate I in Financial Services

2,950

Certificate II in Financial Services

1,630

Certificate III in Financial Services

6,395

Certificate IV in Financial Services

2,125

Certificate IV in Credit Management

755

Certificate IV in Financial Practice Support

0

Certificate IV in Banking Services

1,475

Diploma of Banking Services Management

140

Diploma of Credit Management

70

Diploma of Financial Services

1,190

Diploma of Integrated Risk Management

20

Diploma of Securitisation

N/A

Advanced Diploma of Banking Services Management

50

Advanced Diploma of Integrated Risk Management

10

Financial markets

Certificate IV in Financial Markets Operations

0

Financial markets

Diploma of Financial Markets

585

Financial markets

Diploma of Applied Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism
Financing Management

40

Financial markets

Advanced Diploma of Financial Licensing Management

55

Financial markets

Graduate Diploma of Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism
Financing

90

Diploma of Financial Planning

7,150

Advanced Diploma of Financial Planning

1,965

Mortgage broking

Certificate IV in Finance and Mortgage Broking

8,405

Mortgage broking

Diploma of Finance and Mortgage Broking Management

4,215

Accounting and
bookkeeping

Certificate III in Accounts Administration

4,720

Sub-sector
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services
Financial and banking
services

Financial planning and
advice
Financial planning and
advice
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Program

2017 Program
Enrolments

Certificate IV in Accounting

16,070

Certificate IV in Bookkeeping

14,390

Diploma of Accounting

12,395

Advanced Diploma of Accounting

3,640

Superannuation

Certificate IV in Superannuation

80

Superannuation

Diploma of Superannuation

895

Superannuation

Advanced Diploma of Superannuation

0

Insurance

Certificate III in General insurance

105

Insurance

Certificate III in Insurance Broking

20

Insurance

Certificate III in Personal injury Management

80

Insurance

Certificate IV in General Insurance

355

Insurance

Certificate IV in Life Insurance

105

Insurance

Certificate IV in Personal Injury Management

290

Insurance

Diploma of General Insurance

75

Insurance

Diploma of Insurance Broking

215

Insurance

Diploma of Life Insurance

5

Insurance

Diploma of Loss Adjusting

50

Insurance

Diploma of Personal Injury and Disability insurance Management

105

Insurance

Diploma of Personal Injury Management

5

Insurance

Advanced Diploma of Insurance Broking

N/A

Mercantile agents

Certificate III in Mercantile Agents

155

Trust administration

Certificate IV in Personal Trust Administration

N/A

Trust administration

Diploma of Personal Trusts

20

Sub-sector
Accounting and
bookkeeping
Accounting and
bookkeeping
Accounting and
bookkeeping
Accounting and
bookkeeping

Source: NCVER (2018) Total VET Students and Courses 2017
Note: The above enrolments do not include enrolments in conveyancing qualifications which have been superseded by
qualifications in the Business Services Training Package
Note 2: N/A indicates no enrolment data is available and enrolments are therefore assumed to be zero.
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Stakeholder consultations
As summarised in Section 4, the consultation approach to developing this proposed schedule of work
included individual consultations, group consultations, a public survey and written submissions. The
stakeholders who were consulted during the development of the projects are detailed in Table 4 below.
Additionally, a draft version of this report was provided to all state and territory training authorities
(STAs) and feedback was received and incorporated from STAs in New South Wales and Victoria.
Although not explicitly called out as stakeholders consulted in the table below, this document and
proposed project details has also relied on subject matter expertise gained from structured interviews,
discussion in meetings and feedback on drafts of this document from members of the Financial
Services IRC. These IRC members are from across jurisdictions and stakeholder types.
During our consultation process, attempts were made to cover all jurisdictions and stakeholder types.
However, stakeholders were more readily available in regions where this training is currently delivered
and where employment in the relevant sector is. Comparative size of the relevant sector is also a factor
in the availability of stakeholders.
It is acknowledged that additional consultation will be conducted in future project work to continue to
refine stakeholder opinions and to determine specific changes required to training products.
Table 4: List of stakeholders consulted during the development of the projects proposed
for 2019-20
Consultation
method
One-to-one

NSW

Stakeholder
type
Industry
Association /
Peak body
RTO

NSW

RTO

NSW

Industry

One-to-one, Focus
Group
Focus Group

Aussie Home Loans

SA

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Aussie Home Loans

SA

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Aussie Home Loans

VIC

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Aussie Home Loans

TAS

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Aussie Home Loans

QLD

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Aussie Home Loans

QLD

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Aussie Home Loans

WA

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Aussie Home Loans

WA

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Aussie Home Loans

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Aussie Home Loans

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Aussie Home Loans

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

MFAA

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

MFAA

VIC

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

MFAA

VIC

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

MFAA

QLD

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Yellow Brick Road

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Project

Organisation

State

Mortgage Broking

Mortgage and Finance
Association of Australia

NSW

Mortgage Broking

Mortgage Broking

Institute of Strategic
Management
Institute of Strategic
Management
Aussie Home Loans

Mortgage Broking

Mortgage Broking
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Mortgage Broking

BeckMitch consulting

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Mortgage Choice

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Mortgage Choice

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Mortgage Choice

VIC

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Buyer Choice

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Simply Mentoring

WA

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Westpac

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Westpac

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Institute of Strategic
Management
Mortgage Choice

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

ISM

WA

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

ISM

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Mortgage Broking

Smartmoves – Home Loans

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Personal Injury)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Mercantile Agents)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Mercantile Agents)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Mercantile Agents)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Mercantile Agents)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Mercantile Agents)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Mercantile Agents)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Mercantile Agents)

Worksafe Victoria

VIC

Focus Group

Worksafe Victoria

VIC

Allianz

VIC

Government /
Industry
Government /
Industry
Industry

Gallagher Bassett

VIC

Industry

One-to-one

EML

VIC

Industry

One-to-one

Xchanging

VIC

Industry

One-to-one

CGU

VIC

Industry

One-to-one

Personal Injury Education
Foundation (PIEF)
Personal Injury Education
Foundation (PIEF)
ICWA

VIC

RTO

One-to-one

VIC

RTO

One-to-one

WA

Focus Group

ICWA

WA

WorkCover QLD

QLD

WorkCover QLD

QLD

Attorney-General's
Department
Attorney-General's
Department
Australian Institute of Credit
Management (AICM)
Australian Institute of Credit
Management (AICM)
Australian Institute of Credit
Management (AICM)
Australian Collectors and Debt
Buyers Association (ACDBA)
Australian Recoveries And
Mercantile Agents Pty Ltd
(ARMA)
Australian Institute of Credit
Management
Australian Institute of Credit
Management
Credit Collection Services
Group
WSU The College

ACT

Government /
Industry
Government /
Industry
Government /
Industry
Government /
Industry
Government

ACT

Government

One-to-one

NSW

Industry body

One-to-one

NSW

Industry body

One-to-one

NSW

Industry body

One-to-one

NSW

Peak Body

One-to-one

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

NSW

Industry

One-to-One

NSW

RTO

One-to-one

NSW Trustee and Guardian

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Public Trustee Western
Australia

WA

Industry

One-to-one

Specialisms with low enrolments
(Mercantile Agents)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Mercantile Agents)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Mercantile Agents)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Trust Administration)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Trust Administration)
Specialisms with low enrolments
(Trust Administration)
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Specialisms with low enrolments
(Trust Administration)
Specialisms with low enrolments

WA

Industry

One-to-one

NSW

RTO

One-to-one

NSW

RTO

One-to-one

Specialisms with low enrolments

Public Trustee Western
Australia
Australian College of
Commerce and Management
Australian College of
Commerce and Management
North Metropolitan TAFE

WA

RTO

Specialisms with low enrolments

ANZIIF

VIC

One-to-one

Specialisms with low enrolments

Australian Securitisation
Forum (ASF)
AFMA

NSW

Peak body /
RTO
Peak body

One-to-one

KnowIT Group

NSW

Peak body /
RTO
IRC / Industry

CPA Australia

VIC

IRC / Peak body

Focus Group

Australian College of
Commerce and Management
TAFE Queensland

NSW

RTO

QLD

RTO

Focus Group and
one-to-one
Focus Group

Heritage Bank

QLD

Industry

Focus Group

Fixed Charter Lending

QLD

Industry

Focus Group

IRC Member/LMI Group

QLD

RTO

Focus Group

IRC Member/The Financial
Services Academy
ANZIIF

QLD

Industry

Focus Group

VIC

Focus Group

EBM

WA

IRC / Peak body
/ RTO
Industry

Comminsure

QLD

Industry

One-to-one

Oracle Group Insurance
Brokers
Financial Education
Professionals
UBS

WA

Industry

Focus Group

NSW

RTO

Focus Group

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

AFMA

NSW

Peak Body / IRC

Focus Group

NAB

NSW

Industry

One-to-one

Hunter Burton Capital

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

NAB

NSW

Industry

Focus Group

ANZIIF

VIC

IRC / Peak body

Focus Group

Australian Financial Markets
Association (AFMA)
KAPLAN

NSW

Focus Group

NSW

IRC / Peak body
/ RTO
RTO

TAFE Queensland

QLD

RTO

Focus Group

TAFE Queensland (Online)

QLD

RTO

Focus Group

Specialisms with low enrolments

Specialisms with low enrolments
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
Core Financial Multi-disciplinary
Skills
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